Objectives:
To start the second stage of the class with the overview of midterm and the final project and give a recap of what has been covered for the midterm.

Reading Assignment:
Textbook: pages thru 251.

Contents:
- Project 2 overview 
  1 hr.
- Recap of topics covered so far
  1 hr.
- Midterm overview
  1 hr.
Project part 2
   Idea to build on part 1
   Use of GUI
   Logging and Tracking
   Issues of Design to be handled 

Recap and Midterm Overview
   Generalization v/s Composition
      Advantages v/s Disadvantages
      Implementation Issues
      Polymorphism, Dynamic Binding, Uses
      Weak v/s Strong Composition
      lifetime and ownership
   Use of Interfaces and why
   Don’t need, don’t give
      aware of overdoing
   Design Issue
      static v/s singleton and why
Possible questions to be asked
Expected Answers
   clarity of idea
   ability to express process and product
   not fully functional code